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Introduction

I Smartphones have become many people’s favorite electronic
device

I With dependence growing, mobile web applications face
growing challenges

I RED: Responsiveness, energy efficiency, data usage
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Responsiveness

I Whenever web browser tries to display web page, it has to
load, fetch, and evaluate objects

I Objects may consist of other objects

I Loading a web page is resolving a dependency graph

Figure: An ordinary dependency graph of an ordinary web page
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Responsiveness

I Most web pages do not give away dependency graphs to web
browser completely

I Conservative assumptions regarding dependencies made

I Web pages displayed more slowly

I Scout: Measurement infrastructure, capable of automatically
tracking fine–grained and less obvious data dependencies

I Rewrites HTML files and JavaScript codes in order to create
more accurate dependency graphs

I When web browser tries to display according web page, it will
succeed faster because of new dependency graph
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Responsiveness

Figure: The same dependency graph newly created by Scout

I Amount of fine–grained dependencies increased by 29.8% at
the median

I 86.6% of web pages had less so called ”slack nodes”

I Polaris: Uses Scout’s new dependency graphs and performs
dynamic observations of network’s condition in order to
optimize web page loading time

I Capable of reducing web page loading time by 34% at the
median
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Energy Efficiency

I Smartphone’s battery determines whether application is viable
or not

I Energy efficiency and its concerns delegated onto hardware
and operating system manufacturers

I Solutions contributing to energy efficiency on programming
language level represent direction filled with potential
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Energy Efficiency

I Fundamental idea: User Quality-of-Service (QoS) expectations

I Certain expectations users have regarded and integrated into
development of software

I Enables software developer to influence application’s energy
consumption depending on whether user, for example, taps
touchscreen, moves finger across it, or does nothing

I Manages to save 29.2% to 66.0% energy in comparison to
Android’s ”Interactive” governor

Figure: Depending on user’s movement, energy consumption is managed
differently
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Data Usage

I In emerging markets, obstacles, such as high costs of data and
desktop versions of web pages becoming inefficient, prevent
population from access to world wide web

I Compressing data in order to simplify data transfer and reduce
costs will result in more people able to participate in world
wide web

I Flywheel: HTTP proxy server which aims at compressing data
in order to decrease amount of data transfered

I On average, world wide web content passing through proxy
server compressed by 58%, and 50% by the median

I Images compressed to 1⁄3 of original size (66%) on average,
responsible for 85% of data size benefit

I Other data size reductions observable regarding CSS (52%),
JavaScript (41%), HTML (38%), and plain text (20%), on
overage
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Conclusion

I RED very promising regarding future of applications

I Responsiveness will make web pages easier accessible, energy
efficiency will make applications more viable, data usage will
make world wide web accessible to and affordable for people
in emerging markets

I One second delay when loading web page costs Amazon $1.6
billion in annual sales lost

I Energy inefficiency one of main reasons for negative
application reviews, 55% of application users claim to
uninstall application which uses too much energy
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Thank you for your attention!
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